### Monday, July 24
- **9:00 AM - 9:45 AM**
  - Avidyne Vantage+2 – Big Glass Upgrade for Cirrus | Mike Salmon, Avidyne

- **10:00 AM - 10:45 AM**
  - Mental Health Discussion | Panel discussion moderated by Richard McSpadden, SVP, AOPA Air Safety Institute

- **11:00 AM - 11:45 AM**
  - Aviation Weather Q&A Panel with FAA's Weather Technology in the Cockpit | Dr. Ian Johnson and Gary Pokochny of FAA Weather Technology in the Cockpit; Danny Sims and Tammy Flova of FAA Weather Research Program; Frankie Velazquez-Mercado, FAA Flight Service Stations

- **12:00 PM - 12:45 PM**
  - Behind the Scenes at AOPA Media | AOPA Media Team panel discussion moderated by Sarah Deneree, AOPA Publications

- **1:00 PM - 1:45 PM**
  - Flying with the iPad as a Digital Copilot | Bret Kroebe, Sporty’s Pilot Shop

- **2:00 PM - 2:45 PM**
  - Into the Alligator’s Mouth: Psychology of Personal Flight Minimums | Jolie Lucas, LCSW, Cascade Counseling, Inc.

- **3:00 PM - 3:45 PM**
  - Exploring Colorado’s Public Airports | Tom Letts, Boeing Global Services

- **4:00 PM - 4:45 PM**
  - How To Translate Your Engine Maintenance Findings | Tim Owen, Continental Aerospace Technologies

### Tuesday, July 25
- **9:00 AM - 9:45 AM**
  - FAA Compliance Program and What It Means for You | Daniel Hassing, AOPA Legal; Jeffrey Smith, FAA, Aviation Safety Inspector

- **10:00 AM - 10:45 AM**
  - NTSB Update: What’s New at the NTSB and What are Their Priorities for Safety | Richard McSpadden, SVP, AOPA Air Safety Institute; Jennifer Homendy, NTSB, Chair

- **11:00 AM - 11:45 AM**
  - Ask The A&P’s – Live | AOPA Podcast Hosts: Mike Busch, Paul New, and Colleen Sterling

- **12:00 PM - 12:45 PM**
  - Under Pressure: The Mind of a Pilot in Distress | Richard McSpadden, SVP, AOPA Air Safety Institute

- **1:00 PM - 1:45 PM**
  - Break FREE from Traditional Training with AFTA | Chris Moser and Dan Justman, AOPA Foundation You Can Fly

- **2:00 PM - 2:45 PM**
  - Learning to be Comfortable with Aviation WX | Jeff Arnold, Lexis Flight Service

- **3:00 PM - 3:45 PM**
  - How Much Airplane Can I Afford? | Brian Macbear, AOPA Aviation Finance

- **4:00 PM - 4:45 PM**
  - Take Your Passion and Change the World | Panel discussion moderated by YouTube Martin Pauly with LifeLine Pilots

### Wednesday, July 26
- **8:30 AM - 11:45 AM**
  - Rusty Pilots Seminar | Chris Moser, AOPA Foundation You Can Fly

- **12:00 PM - 12:45 PM**
  - What’s New in ForeFlight | ForeFlight Team Member

- **1:00 PM - 1:45 PM**
  - Designing the First Hands-Free Airplane | Jessica Cox, Motivational Speaker

- **2:00 PM - 2:45 PM**
  - Do You Know All the Benefits of Your AOPA Membership? | Panel discussion with AOPA Staff from various departments

- **3:00 PM - 3:45 PM**
  - Tips and Tricks for Flying with the S-TEC 3100 | Jamie Luster, Genesis Aircrsmiths

- **4:00 PM - 4:45 PM**
  - Essential Techniques for Safe Flying | Jason Miller, Learn the Finer Points, ATP/CFII; Brian Schiff, National Association of Flight Instructors (NAFI)

### Thursday, July 27
- **8:00 AM - 9:45 AM**
  - Foundation Donor Appreciation Breakfast | Private Event

- **10:00 AM - 10:45 AM**
  - The Kings on Straight Talk About Aviation Safety | John & Martha King, King Schools

- **11:00 AM - 11:45 AM**
  - Pilot Town Hall | Mark Baker, AOPA President; AOPA Senior Staff

- **12:00 PM - 12:45 PM**
  - Bahamas and Beyond: Flying to and Having Fun in the Caribbean | Drew Lane of @flymetothefun

- **1:00 PM - 1:45 PM**
  - Risk Stacking: An Accident Case Study | Rob Geske, AOPA Aviation Safety Analysis

- **2:00 PM - 2:45 PM**
  - Will Your Airport Be Here Tomorrow? | Mike Ginter and Kyle Lewis, AOPA Airports/State Advocacy and Government Affairs

- **3:00 PM - 3:45 PM**
  - Building a Connected Cockpit: How Simple Integrations Can Elevate Your Flying | Ryan Braun, uAvionix

- **4:00 PM - 4:45 PM**
  - It’s Your Passenger’s First Flight | Tom Letts, Boeing Global Services

### Friday, July 28
- **9:00 AM - 9:45 AM**
  - Your Next Garmin Navigator: Transitioning from the GNS 430/530 | Jim Laster, Garmin International

- **10:00 AM - 10:45 AM**
  - From Boring to Beast: Restoration of the AOPA Sweepstakes Cessna 170B | Kolbin Stagnaro, SVP, AOPA Media & Marketing

- **11:00 AM - 11:45 AM**
  - Michelle “MACE” Curran and Her Upside Down Thunderbirds Experiences | Michelle “MACE” Curran – Speaker, Author, USAF Thunderbirds Lead Solo Pilot

- **12:00 PM - 12:45 PM**
  - Flying Across The Border: A Discussion with Customs and Border Protection | Eric Rodriguez and Drew Wescott, CBP Office of Field Operations General Aviation

- **1:00 PM - 1:45 PM**
  - 5 Things You Must Know About Datalink Weather | Dr. Scott Dennstaedt, EZWXbrief

- **2:00 PM - 2:45 PM**
  - How To: Social Media Photography and Videography | Moderated by Erick Webb, AOPA Social Media with panelists @fly_with_bruno, @livinmyavgeek, @aviation101rms, @aviationajaran, @flyingnewcom, @jdarcy, @ginymaintenance_chels, @lryson_unable and @chris_kunk

- **3:00 PM - 3:45 PM**
  - Night Flying | Rob Geske, AOPA Aviation Safety Analysis

- **4:00 PM - 4:45 PM**
  - Maximum Fun, Minimum Cost: The Wonderful World of Flying Clubs | Steve Bateman and Drew Myers, AOPA Foundation You Can Fly

- **6:00 PM - 7:30 PM**
  - Flying Clubs Social | Private Event, Ticket Required

### Saturday, July 29
- **9:00 AM - 9:45 AM**
  - Critical Communications: Tools and Insights | Matt Ruwe, Bose joined by OEM, CFI and ATC Panelists

- **10:00 AM - 10:45 AM**
  - 23 Seconds: We Are Not Going To Make It | Keith Clark, Phillips 66 Aviation

- **11:00 AM - 11:45 AM**
  - Risk Stacking: An Accident Case Study | Rob Geske, AOPA Aviation Safety Analysis

- **12:00 PM - 12:45 PM**
  - The TOP 5 Things ALL Pilots Should Know | Jason Miller, Learn The Finer Points, ATP/CFII

- **1:00 PM - 1:45 PM**
  - Break FREE from Traditional Training with AFTA | Dan Justman, AOPA Foundation You Can Fly

- **2:00 PM - 2:45 PM**
  - Navigating the Insurance Market | Cher Clare, AssuredPartners Aerospace

- **3:00 PM - 3:45 PM**
  - Building a Career in Aviation | Abbey Hutter, J15nm.com; Matt Johnston, California Aeronautical University

- **4:00 PM - 4:45 PM**
  - Workplace Human Factors and Distractions | Allen Buffkin, Hartzell Engine Technologies